Unit 7

Unit 7
MECHANICS

4 What is a CLAUSE?
A clause is a group of words that has a subject and a verb.

clause = subject + verb

dependent clause

Sometimes, a clause forms a
complete sentence all by itself
because the subject and verb
do not need any help to be a
sentence. They are independent.

Sometimes, a clause does not
form a complete sentence
because the subject and verb
need, or depend on, another

So, this type of clause is
an independent clause.

So, this type of clause is a
dependent clause.

FOR EXAMPLE
The tiger slept.
I went with my brother to the
dentist.
After the game, the team ate at
the Pizza Palace.

subject and verb to be a sentence.

FOR EXAMPLE
When the tiger sleeps…
Before I visited Grandma…
…a restaurant located on Jackson
Street.
DID YOU NOTICE? Each clause has
a subject and verb BUT does not
present a complete idea.
That means a dependent clause is
just a fragment, NOT a complete
sentence.

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE =
COMPLETE SENTENCE
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DEPENDENT CLAUSE =
a fragment
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independent clause
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MECHANICS practice
Clauses

In each clause below:
1. Underline the subject once.
2. Underline the verb twice
3. Identify what type of clause it is. If it is an independent clause, write I. If it is a
dependent clause, write D.
4. For every independent clause, add sentence end marks.
PART 1
The first one has been done for you.
D

1. Before the game begins

2. I studied
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3. Whenever I hear that song
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4. If the weather changes overnight

5. Our teacher sent the class an email

6. While we were shopping in a bookstore

7. Mom and Dad danced to the song on the radio

8. The boy running across the playground

Unit 7

PART 2
Follow the same instructions as PART 1.
1. After Dad read the letter from Uncle Jon

2. When the contest comes to an end

3. After the service, I saw my cousins in the church parking lot

4. As the parade passed by my house

5. My finger hurts

6. While Fido lies in the sun

7. If that car crosses the finish line first
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8. With great excitement, Angela registered for the race
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4What is the difference between
A Clause & a phrase?

A clause is a group of words that has a subject and a verb. A phrase is a group of words
that does not have a subject or a verb. Just like a clause, there is more than one type of
phrase.
clause
has a subject + verb

DEPENDENT clause

independent clause

When a clause depends on
another subject and verb to form
a sentence, it is a dependent
clause.

When a clause forms a
complete sentence without help,
it is an independent clause.
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PHRASE
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DOES NOT HAVE A SUBJECT or
does not have a verb

ADJECTIVE PHRASE

ADVERB PHRASE

ADJECTIVE
PHRASE

USED IN AN
INDEPENDENT CLAUSE

ADVERB
PHRASE

in the large hat

The man in the large hat
is my grandfather.

around the
playground

on Grant Street

We shopped at the
bookstore on Grant
Street.

across the
parking lot

I like that commercial

to his
teammate

with the catchy
jingle

with the catchy jingle.

USED IN AN
INDEPENDENT CLAUSE

Joe ran around the
playground and across
the parking lot.

The player passed the
puck to his teammate.

Unit 7

MECHANICS practice

Phrases & Clauses

Each item below is either a dependent clause or a phrase. For each one:
1. If it is a phrase, write P. If it is a dependent clause, write D.
2. For each dependent clause, underline the subject once and the verb twice.
3. For each phrase, do not underline anything.
PART 1
The first one has been done for you.
1. While the storm raged outside

2. After the concert

3. With the red and white stripes

4. When the artist finishes the painting
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5. During the soccer game

6. In the other corner

7. Because the team won tonight's game

8. Until the spaceship returns

continue on next page

4
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D
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PART 2
Follow the same instructions as PART 1.
1. At the bakery

2. With incredible speed

3. From our neighbor's garden

4. As the kitten played

5. Before Amber joined the debate team

6. Although the store closed early

7. Unless the delivery is made soon
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8. Near the school office

Unit 7

MECHANICS practice

Phrases & Clauses

In each item below, a phrase or a dependent clause is in bold. For each one:
1. If it is a phrase, write P. If it is a dependent clause, write D.
2. For each dependent clause, underline the subject once and the verb twice.
3. For each phrase, do not underline anything.
PART 1
The first one has been done for you.
1. While the storm raged outside, we played a card game in the basement.
2. The book with a torn cover was found in the hallway.
3. We tuned our instruments before the concert began.
4. When the bank opened this morning, the clever robber slipped out the
main door.
5. A nurse wheeled the patient to the operating room.
6. With great speed, the baseball player stole second base.
7. Tim played the tambourine, although he usually played the clarinet,
because he left his instrument at home.
8. As the parade passed the corner market, the band played “Stars and
Stripes Forever.”

continue on next page

4
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D
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PART 2
Follow the same instructions as PART 1.
1. The bathroom flooded when the bathtub overflowed.
2. The soldiers ran down the trail and then back to the parking lot.
3. When the meeting finally ended, we went outside for some fresh air and
sunshine.
4. The bonfire burned brightly and kept us warm on the cool, spring evening.
5. Since the game ended early, we can stop for dinner at Pizza Palace.
6. At the school science fair, Maddie launches a rocket into the sky.
7. This pile of rare baseball cards belongs to my uncle.
94
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8. We can still have the picnic if the rain stops soon.

Unit 7

4How are sentences structured?
Here are two ways sentences can be structured. We'll study two more ways later.

1

simple sentence
one independent clause
A simple sentence is made up of one independent clause.
It has a subject and a verb and expresses a complete thought.
FOR EXAMPLE
The backpack with orange stripes belongs to Joy.
During our vacation, we visited a national park.
Danny will nap this afternoon.

2

compound sentence
two independent clauses

A compound sentence is made up of two independent clauses
that are joined by a comma and coordinating conjunction .

*

Each independent clause in a compound sentence has
a subject and a verb, and will express a complete thought.
FOR EXAMPLE
Kendra ran to first base, but Marion tagged her out.
Kyle and Jon hiked up the mountain, and they camped near the top.
Our team lost the last game, so we will not play in the championship game.
We can stop for lunch, or we can just have a snack right now.

*WHAT IS A CONJUNCTION? Turn the page to find out!
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WHAT IS A CONJUNCTION?
A conjunction is a word that has one job: to connect words or parts of
sentences together.
A coordinating conjunction connects words, phrases, and independent
clauses together. Here are the words that can be coordinating conjunctions:

and but for nor or so yet
ARE THESE WORDS ALWAYS CONJUNCTIONS?
Most are. However, it is important to pay attention to what a word is doing
in a sentence. If it is connecting words, phrases, or independent clauses,
the word is a conjunction. If it is doing something else, such as beginning a
prepositional phrase, it is not a conjunction.
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A CONJUNCTION

NOT A CONJUNCTION

It is 8:00 p.m., yet
it is still light out.

She has not arrived yet.

It rained, so we
canceled the picnic.

It is raining so hard!

We waited, for the parade
had not started yet.

We went for a walk.

MECHANICS practice

Simple & Compound Sentences

Each of the following items is either a simple or a compound sentence. Do the following:
1. In each independent clause, underline the subject once and the verb twice.
2. If the item is a simple sentence, write S in the blank.
3. If the item is a compound sentence, write CD in the blank.
4. If the item is a compound sentence, circle the coordinating conjunction, and use
your editing marks to add a comma before it.
The first one has been done for you.
CD

1. We quickly drove to the restaurant but it closed early today.
continue on next page

4

Unit 7

2. The cat on the porch wants some food.
3. You can finish your chores now or you can watch TV for 30 minutes.
4. The rain began just before lunch so we played board games inside our
classroom.
5. Tanya ran home and finished her homework before supper.
6. Dane listened to the radio all afternoon.
7. After the church service, we will visit Uncle Eric and Aunt Holly.
8. Jan took the penalty shot but the goalie leaped and knocked the ball over
the goal.
9. I saw a car with a dented fender in the parking lot.
10. My dog knows many tricks but he will not perform them without an
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11. With beauty and grace, Tracy danced across the stage.
12. Myles tuned his violin before the concert but Sandy did not tune her cello.
13. My family ate at Pizza Palace so we missed the excitement at Burger
Bonanza.
14. At the art museum, our class saw famous paintings and sculptures.
15. That collection of stamps belongs to Amy but these coins belong to Dan.
16. The choir will sing at next week’s concert or they will perform with the
city’s orchestra.
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audience.
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MECHANICS practice

Simple & Compound Sentences

Use a comma and a coordinating conjunction to combine related ideas and form one
complete sentence. Write your revised sentence on the line below each item.
1.

Gorillas are the world’s largest primates. One can weigh more than 400 pounds.

2.

Gorillas are quite intelligent. They can communicate using 25 different sounds.

3.

Gorillas are herbivores. They spend most of their day foraging for bamboo, leafy plants,
and small insects.

4.

Scientists can identify humans from fingerprints. They can identify gorillas from nose
prints.
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Unit 7

WRITTEN REFLECTION
How could compound sentences improve your writing?

Write your own example of a compound sentence.
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4How are sentences structured? (

continued)

Here is one more way a sentence can be structured. We'll study the final sentence structure
soon.

3

complex sentence
independent clause + dependent clause

A complex sentence is made up of an independent clause and
at least one dependent clause.
FOR EXAMPLE

[

[

When the rain stops, we will play the soccer game.

INDEPENDENT clause

dependent clause

(in brackets)

(bold)
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[Dad took us to the fair,[although he wanted a quiet night home,
and rode the roller coaster with us.

[I interviewed the coach[while the team practiced foul shots.
[

[

Before the party begins, we need decorations and desserts.

[ We will wait here[until the bus comes.
[Sam passed the test,[even though she left her books at school last night,
and only answered three questions incorrectly.

Unit 7

DO I NEED TO USE COMMAS IN COMPLEX SENTENCES?
Sometimes.
Be a Grammar Detective. Look at the complex sentence
examples on the previous page. Notice where the dependent
clauses and the commas are in each one. Can you deduce how to
use commas in complex sentences?
If a dependent clause is at the beginning of a complex sentence, do
you need a comma? If so, where do you put the comma?

If a dependent clause is in the middle of a complex sentence, do you
need a comma (or commas)? If so, where do you put the comma(s)?

If a dependent clause is at the end of a complex sentence, do you
need a comma?
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MECHANICS Practice
Complex Sentences

Each item below is a complex sentence. For each one:
1.

Put brackets [ ] around each independent clause.

2.

Underline the subject and once and verb twice in each dependent and
independent clause.

3.

Use your editing marks to add commas to sentences that need them.

The first one has been done for you.
1.

If Evan misses the bus he will walk to school.

2. When the parade begins we will watch it from the upstairs window.
3. Although rabbits make good pets their cages must be cleaned very often.
4.
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We got to the store in time because we ran the whole way.

5. Uncle Roy came to the concert although he slept through it and then took us out for ice
cream.
6. Even though they finished the project they did not use all the materials.
7.

We went to the park for the whole afternoon since the weather was perfect.

8. You should call me when you finish your test.

9. I hear the phone whenever it rings with Mom’s ringtone and I answer it right away.
10. While the choir performed in the auditorium the band practiced in the hallway.
11. Since you finished your homework you can help me in the garden.
continue on next page
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12. Because the contest ended yesterday this ticket will not win you a prize.
13. The music played while we worked on our reports for science class.
14. Our mayor gave a speech although the audience was distracted and then
she introduced the governor.
15. After the storm ended the race finally began.
16. If Ken trips over that cord he may stumble into the sofa.

on-demand writing

WRITTEN REFLECTION
How could complex sentences improve your writing?
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Study the sentences in the exercise above. What kinds of information can a dependent
clause add to a complex sentence?
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MECHANICS practice

Simple, Compound, & Complex Sentences

Each of the following items is either a simple, compound, or complex sentence. Do the
following:
1. In each clause, underline the subject once and the verb twice.
2. If the item is a simple sentence, write S in the blank. If it is a compound sentence,
write CD in the blank. If it is a complex sentence, write CX in the blank.
3. If the item is a compound sentence, circle the coordinating conjunction, and use
your editing marks to add a comma before it.
4. If the item is a complex sentence, use your editing marks to add necessary
commas.
The first one has been done for you.
CX

1. Once the bus stopped we dashed to the ice cream stand.
2. My house sits on a hill and overlooks a valley.
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3. I watched silently as the bear turned and walked into the woods.
4. We need at least 30 minutes for the drive so we should leave very soon.
5. When the museum opens tomorrow my uncle will take me to the new
space exploration exhibit.
6. The puppies tumbled across the yard and barked at the delivery truck.
7. Before lunch, we carried the food to the campsite.
8. Kathy passed the puck to Amber but Amber tripped over another player’s
hockey stick.
9. The chair wobbled and then collapsed.
10. While the students completed their tests the teacher made ice cream
sundaes for the class.

Unit 7

11. For three days, the dog watched for squirrels on the back porch.
12. Grant brought his lunch because he does not like macaroni and cheese.

13. Carter carried her clarinet to the concert and Tom took his tuba.
14. While we waited in the lobby Dr. Nilson fixed my brother’s cavity.
15. Roberta ran.
16. Every time that alarm rings I jump.

MECHANICS practice
Complex Sentences

Uncle Frank comes for a visit tomorrow.

We finally arrived home.

The fierce winds caused a lot of damage.
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Read each independent clause below. Think of a dependent clause you could add to the
sentence to make it more informative or interesting. Choose where to put the dependent
clause (at the beginning, middle, or end of the sentence), and write your complex
sentence on the lines. Place commas where needed in your expanded sentence.
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4How are sentences structured? (

continued)

Here is the final way a sentence can be structured. It combines a compound sentence and a
complex sentence and is called a compound-complex sentence.

4

compound-complex sentence
two independent clauses + dependent clause
A compound-complex sentence is made up of
two independent clauses. This makes it compound.
And, a compound-complex sentence is made up of both
independent and dependent clauses. This makes it complex.
FOR EXAMPLE

[

[

While we visit the art museum, we will get a lesson on painting landscapes,

[

[

and we will eat lunch in the cafe.
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dependent clause

INDEPENDENT clauseS

(bold)

(in brackets)

[My brother played his piano solo[while we sat in the audience,
and then[he took a bow and left the stage.[
[Cam practiced pitching,[and[Aaron practiced batting[
while their coach gave them tips.

[

[

When our vacation ends, I will go back to school,
but my brother will begin a new job.

[

[

[Jake finished the race,[even though he twisted an ankle,
and[he won the third place ribbon.[

Unit 7

DO I NEED TO USE COMMAS IN COMPOUND-COMPLEX SENTENCES?
Yes, but you already know where to put them:
1. before the coordinating conjunction that joins the independent
clauses,
2. after a dependent clause that begins a sentence, and
3. around a dependent clause that is in the middle of an independent
clause.
There are no “new” places where you need commas in a compound-complex
sentence.

WOW! ARE THERE ANY MORE WAYS TO STRUCTURE A SENTENCE?
No. Every sentence is either simple, compound, complex, or compound-complex.
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MECHANICS practice

Compound-Complex Sentences

Each of the following items is a compound-complex sentence. For each one:
1.

Put brackets [ ] around each independent clause.

2.

Underline the subject and once and verb twice in each dependent and
independent clause.

3.

Use your editing marks to add commas to sentences that need them.

The first one has been done for you.
1.

[

[

While the sun warmed the beach the surfers rode the ocean's waves and

[the swimmers splashed near shore.[
2. When I grow up I will become a lawyer and I will work with my mom
at her law firm.
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3.

I will play in the softball game but first I will complete my homework .

4. The Grand Canyon gives visitors a great view but Yosemite National Park has beautiful
waterfalls that I will never forget.

5. When you called I was reading this amazing book and now I lost my place.

6. Spring came and went quickly but I am ready for summer because I love hot weather.

7.

Because we ran out of time we could not go to the hobby store but
we did visit the ice cream shop.

8. I would travel to Antarctica but as I learned from an internet search people can only
travel there during certain times of the year.

Unit 7

9. Although snow was predicted the temperature stayed above freezing
so rain is falling instead.

10. While the band marched onto the field the football players walked to the locker room
and the cheerleaders sat in the stands with the fans.

11. Cal almost completed the puzzle but a piece was still missing since
his little brother hid it in a drawer.

12. Because the choir won first place they will compete in the state championship and
they will perform for the governor.

13. While the radio played in the background Mom and Dad danced in the kitchen and
my sister sang along at the top of her lungs.

14. Cassie gave a speech and then her classmates gave her a standing ovation because
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15. A man sang a song and then a local pastor prayed while the runners stood at the
start line.

16. If we finish our chores in time Mom will take us to the bakery for lunch and
she said that we could get slices of strawberry cake!
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they liked her ideas.
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MECHANICS practice

Compound-Complex Sentences

Combine the given sentences into a compound-complex sentence by using a conjunction
and adding a dependent clause of your own. Be sure to use commas wherever they are
necessary.

We tried hard. The job was harder than we expected.

San Francisco is built on hills. Some streets are quite steep!
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I have practiced every day. I will play a trumpet solo in tomorrow’s concert.

Unit 7

MECHANICS practice

Simple, Compound, Complex, & Compound-Complex
Sentences

Each of the following items is either a simple, compound, complex, or a compoundcomplex sentence. For each one:
1.

Put brackets [ ] around each independent clause.

2.

Underline the subject once and verb twice in each dependent and independent
clause.

3. If it is a simple sentence, write S in the blank. If it is a compound sentence,
write CD in the blank. If it is a complex sentence, write CX in the blank. If it is a
compound-complex sentence, write CD-CX in the blank.
4.

Use your editing marks to add commas to sentences that need them.

The first one has been done for you.

[

[

1. Once the bus stopped we dashed to the ice cream stand.

2. While the actors waited people filled the auditorium but Mr. Reynolds
111

never came.
3. After our school’s science fair, my class helped the janitor with the
cleanup.
4. Mrs. Raines drove to the gym but it was closed for roof repairs.
5. As we waited a rainbow appeared and the sky slowly cleared.
6. Wes will go on the camping trip or he will stay home with his older sister
and the dog.
7. I love that book!
8. When the bus comes will you help your brother with his backpack?
continue on next page
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9. The vase wobbled but did not fall off the table.
10. Since our teacher won the contest he will travel to Alaska for a week
and he will ride on a dogsled his last day there.
11. During the play, we solved the mystery and guessed the ending.
12. Because she loves pizza Andrea arrived at Pizza Palace very early.
13. Bobby will climb the ladder and then he will rescue the cat from that
tree branch.
14. Before the clock struck twelve the package arrived at our front door.
15. In the sunshine, Fido napped.
16. Our cat Edgar chased the yarn but he never caught the end of it until
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my sister distracted me.
Be a Grammar Detective!
There is another place commas should be used in sentences, but we have not
explored it yet. However, you may be able to figure it out. Study items 3, 11, and 15 in the
exercise above. Where does a comma appear in these sentences? What type of phrase is
just before the comma?
Did you figure it out? We’ll check your conclusion in a moment.

Unit 7

WRITTEN REFLECTION
How will knowing about different types of sentences help you become a better writer?

An introductory phrase is a prepositional phrase the begins a sentence and
provides information related to the sentence’s main message. Here are a few
examples:
With careful moves, the artist worked on the sculpture.
Before supper, I will finish this book.
During the baseball game, my cousin played in the sandbox.
IS THIS ANOTHER PLACE I SHOULD USE A COMMA? Yes.
Use a comma after an introductory phrase to set it apart from the
rest of the sentence. (Did you figure it out, Grammar Detective?)
1) Remember that a phrase, like a prepositional or introductory phrase,
does not have a subject nor a verb. The noun in a prepositional phrase is an
object, not a subject. So, a sentence’s subject and verb will not be part of
an introductory phrase. 2) One more thing: an introductory phrase does
not change the structure of a sentence. An introductory phrase may begin a
simple, compound, complex, or compound-complex sentence.
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4What is an introductory phrase?
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MECHANICS practice

Introductory Phrases

Each of the following items is either a simple, compound, complex, or a compoundcomplex sentence. For each one:
1.

Underline the subject once and verb twice in each clause, dependent and
independent.

2.

If it is a simple sentence, write S in the blank. If it is a compound sentence,
write CD in the blank. If it is a complex sentence, write CX in the blank. If it is a
compound-complex sentence, write CD-CX in the blank.

3.

Use your editing marks to add necessary commas.

The first one has been done for you. (NOTE: It may help to put parentheses around the
prepositional phrases in each sentence.)
S

1. For the hike Walt packed a compass and a snack.
2. After a thorough warm-up the athletes took their places at the race
start line.
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3. Between innings we ran to the concession stand for hot dogs and we
brought back enough for our entire family since everyone needed food.
4. From the hallway Staci walked into the kitchen and then she dropped
the tray of glasses.
5. Since our team’s last loss we have won seven games in a row so we will
get into the playoffs for the state championship.
6. With pride the principal introduced the robotics team and then she told
us about their project that the judges awarded first place.
7. Before school I packed my lunch and then I walked to the bus stop and
waited.
8. On the counter you will find a bowl of potato chips.

Unit 7

9. Under the tarp Kent and Lilly spied on the pirates because they acted
suspicious.
10. Above the stove the pots hung on large hooks and they made strange
shadows on the counter and floor.
11. In the school cafeteria you can welcome our chef Miss Titus.
12. Without his coat the gentleman shivered in the wind and rain.
13. After the band concert Micah and his cousin played a game of basketball
and then they asked their parents for a taco dinner.

WRITTEN REFLECTION

Put a star next to your favorite example of an introductory phrase from the last exercise
above and explain why you think the introductory phrases makes that sentence better.
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How will knowing about introductory phrases help you become a better writer?
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MECHANICS practice

Introductory Phrases

Use your reflections from above and the lines below to write three sentences that contain
an introductory phrase.
1.

		

2. 		

3. 		
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WAIT! WHAT ARE ALL THOSE PLACES WHERE I NEED TO USE A COMMA?
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Good question! Here is a review of the comma uses we've explored in this unit:
Y

before the coordinating conjunction that connects the two independent
clauses and forms a compound sentence

Y

after a dependent clause at the beginning of a complex sentence

Y

around a dependent clause in the middle of a complex sentence

Y

after an introductory phrase at the beginning of a sentence

ON-demand writing
Why is it important to place commas where they are needed? How do commas help you
communicate clearly and help your reader easily understand your message?

Unit 7

MECHANICS Practice
Putting It All Together
The paragraph below features a variety of sentence structures.
1.

In the blank after each sentence, write S if the item is a simple sentence, CD if the
item is a compound sentence, CX if the item is a complex sentence, or CD-CX if the
item is a compound-complex sentence.

2.

Place the 15 missing commas in their correct locations.

In 1903 two brothers stood on a sand dune at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
They gazed with pride at the machine which they had built and they hoped for
success.

The brothers were Orville and Wilbur Wright and they invented the first

powered airplane.

The Wright brothers' flying machine looked like a box with

kite-like wings and an engine but it made all future flight possible.
In 1896 the Wright brothers made bicycles in Dayton, Ohio, but they were not satisfied
They dreamed of wings!

At that time people could

only fly in a basket under a hot-air balloon and that wasn’t very safe.
flew this way because they could not control the balloon.

Few people
Once they felt inspired

Orville and Wilbur worked on their machine.
When the flying machine was finally ready bad weather set in so the Wright brothers
could not test their invention.
tried, failed, and even died.
waited for clear weather.

Flying was dangerous, and other other people had
Although they had to be patient the Wright brothers
On December 17, 1903 Orville was the machine's first

pilot, but his flight lasted only 12 seconds.
with a thud.
fly.
day.

He traveled just 120 feet and landed

The flight was short but it proved that humans could
Orville and Wilbur took turns as pilot and made four flights that
Wilbur made the longest flight when he flew for 59 seconds and he traveled

a distance of 852 feet.
Today, that amazing flying machine is displayed at the National Air and Space Museum
in Washington, D.C.
risk and succeeded.
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We can fly today because the Wright brothers took a huge
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with wheels.
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REVISION

discovering the pattern

Your teacher will give you directions for the first part of the activity.
What made it possible for you to identify and name groups? Why could you focus on
identifying a name?

Why didn't some of the collections form groups?

118
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Pattern Statement
When similar things are

we can

. When things

focus on their
too
we get

,
.

Think about the photos that had groups that were easy to see. Based on your experience,
what statement would you make about similar things? Discuss this with your classmates
and teacher, and then complete the first sentence of the pattern statement.

Unit 7

Describe what you heard. Why did this become annoying or boring?

What made it possible for you to identify and name groups? Why could you focus on
identifying a name?

Think about how hearing the same thing over and over made you feel. Discuss this with
your classmates and teacher, and then complete the rest of the pattern statement.
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revising my writing

Paragraphs

Paragraphs are groups of sentences.
The sentences in a paragraph all
connect to one, main idea. The
sentences are grouped into a
paragraph so a reader can focus on
the meaning of that main idea.

paragraph
Sentences
Sentences

MAIN IDEA

Sentences

Sentences
You named the groups that had
related items. A group’s name is
much like a paragraph’s main idea. The main idea establishes the common idea to which
all the other sentences connect. Any sentences that do not connect to that idea, or that
repeat an idea, seem like “odd ones out.” They do not belong in the group.
WHAT DOES REDUNDANT MEAN?

120

The word redundant means "unnecessary repetition." When one sentence tells a reader the
same thing as another sentence, we say the writer is being redundant. Even though two
sentences use different words, the idea they communicate can be the same. When that
happens, the writer is telling the reader the same thing more than one time. In writing, once
is enough! When crafting a paragraph, avoid being redundant.
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PARAGRAPHS
goal

pattern statement

Form paragraphs that are clear because
it's easy to see how each sentence
connects to the one main idea.

When similar things are grouped, we
can focus on their meaning; when
things sound too similar, we get bored.

checklist



Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.



For each paragraph, ask "What do I
want to say here? What point do I
want to make?"



Ask yourself:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what

am I writing about?

• What do I want to tell my reader

about that aspect of the who or
what?



Identify the sentence that states
that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.



Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
clearly connect to the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it. If any
sentence repeats an idea, consider
deleting it.

Unit 7

REVISION Practice
Paragraphs & Main Idea
Each paragraph below states the main idea in one of its sentences. Read the paragraph,
then answer the questions that follow it. Finally, underline the sentence in the paragraph
that states the main idea.
Most skateboards are made of five parts. The deck is the main part. It sits above the
wheels, and it is the part the skateboarder stands on. The deck is usually covered with
grip tape. This sheet of material has a rough texture that keeps the skateboarder’s feet
from slipping. Trucks connect the wheels to the deck. The wheels of a skateboard come
in different sizes and shapes, depending on the type of skateboard. Finally, bearings
connect the wheels to the skateboard, and they allow the wheels to move.

u
YY What is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?
YY What does the author want you to know about

u u
121

of

u

?

YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it.
continue on next page

4
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2.

His parents, Reverend and Mrs. Liddell, named him Eric. However, he earned the
nickname “The Flying Scotsman.” In college, Eric was an excellent runner and rugby
player. His speed enabled him to score frequently on the rugby field. Then, in 1923, he
won the Amateur Athletics Association (of England) Championships in both the 100
and 220 yard races. Then, in 1924, Eric Liddell won the 400 meters race in the Paris
Olympics, and he set a European record that was not broken for 12 years. Even after he
became a missionary to China, he continued to compete and win races.

u

YY Who is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?

u u
YY What does the author want you to know about 		
of

u

?
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YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it.
3. The canopy is the highest layer of the deciduous forest. It has the biome’s tallest
trees. Lower in the forest, the understory is a very busy layer. The shorter trees in this
layer provide a home for many animals. The creatures can stay out of hard weather
conditions because the canopy protects the understory, and they can stay away from
predators that walk on the forest floor. The shrub layer also provides protection for
animals. Its bushes provide hiding places for critters that scamper across the ground.
Finally, the herb layer is made of the grasses, ferns, and wildflowers found in the forest.
These four layers of plants make up the deciduous forest.

u

YY What is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?

u u
YY What does the author want you to know about 		
of

u

		
YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it.

?

Unit 7

Each paragraph below states its main idea in one of its sentences. Read the paragraph,
then answer the questions that follow it. Finally, underline the sentence in the paragraph
that states the main idea. Then look carefully at the sentences in the paragraph. One of
them does not belong in the paragraph, or it repeats an idea already stated. Draw a line
through that sentence.
4. Vancouver, British Columbia offers visitors to this Canadian city many things to
see. Stanley Park is a huge park that is almost surrounded by water. The Vancouver
Aquarium is inside the park, and its otters can be fun to watch for hours. Vancouver
is also the home of the VanDusen Botanical Garden. It features several gardens with
plants from all over the world. Gardens can also be found at Queen Elizabeth Park. This
smaller park has many attractions, including a disk golf course. There are many things
to see at Queen Elizabeth Park.

u

YY What is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?

u u
YY What does the author want you to know about 		
?

		
YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it. Is
there a sentence that does not connect to the main idea or that repeats an idea?
If so, put a line through it.
continue on next page

4
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5. Squirrels can scamper, dogs can dart, and zebras can zip from place to place. However,
cheetahs are the land animals really designed for speed. First, cheetahs have light and
thin bodies that move easily. Second, cheetahs have large hearts, lungs, and nostrils
that give them enough oxygen to run up to 70 miles and hour for short distances. A
cheetah’s coat is covered with black spots. Even a cheetah’s tail helps the animal move
quickly. It acts like a rudder on a ship, and it helps the cheetah steer as it runs.

u

YY What is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?

u u
YY What does the author want you to know about 		
of

u

?
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YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it. Is
there a sentence that does not connect to the main idea or that repeats an idea?
If so, put a line through it.
6. As a child, Mae Jemison’s thumb became infected from a sliver. She became fascinated
with the infection, and she created an entire project about it. When she discovered
dance, Mae was not satisfied to learn just one style. She studied ballet, jazz, modern,
and even Japanese dancing. Mae studied many types of dance. Eventually, Mae Jemison
became an astronaut and studied cells while on a mission in space. It is clear that Mae
Jemison has always been a curious person.

u

YY Who is this paragraph about?
YY What aspect of

u

is this

u u

paragraph about?

u u
YY What does the author want you to know about 		
of

u

		
YY Is there a sentence in the paragraph that states that idea? If so, underline it. Is
there a sentence that does not connect to the main idea or that repeats an idea?
If so, put a line through it.

?

Unit 7

PATTERN REFLECTION
How does a paragraph’s main idea connect to the first part of our pattern statement:
When similar things are grouped, we can focus on their meaning?

How do all the sentences in a good paragraph connect to the second part of our pattern
statement: when things sound too similar we get bored? What should a writer work hard
to avoid having in a paragraph?
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PARAGRAPHS
goal

pattern statement

Form paragraphs that are clear because
it's easy to see how each sentence
connects to the one main idea.

When similar things are grouped, we
can focus on their meaning; when
things sound too similar, we get bored.

checklist



Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.



For each paragraph, ask "What do I
want to say here? What point do I
want to make?"



Ask yourself:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what

am I writing about?

• What do I want to tell my reader
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about that aspect of the who or
what?



Identify the sentence that states
that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.



Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
clearly connect to the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it. If any
sentence repeats an idea, consider
deleting it.

Unit 7

Your teacher will give you the directions and materials for the activity below.
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Odd one out:
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Odd one out:
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Your teacher will give you the directions and materials for the activity below.
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Odd one out:

Odd one out:

Unit 7

REVISION Practice

Paragraphs, Main Ideas, & Supporting Details
Each sentence below is a topic sentence for a paragraph. Add at least three more
sentences that connect to that topic sentence. (You can make up any information you
need.) Use the Paragraphs Checklist (p. XI) to review and revise your sentences.

The school science fair had many interesting projects. 					

Pizza Palace is the best restaurant in town. 						

Uncle Maddox is a brave man. 								
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REVISION Practice

Redundancy

Now that you have practiced finding redundancy in paragraphs, let’s see if you can find
it at the sentence level. Read each sentence to identify redundant ideas. Revise the
sentence to eliminate the repetition. Write your revision on the lines that follow.

I saw 14 birds circling around my yard at 12 o'clock noon.

We won our last basketball game when Heather shot a wild and crazy shot from half court
and she made the half-court shot right before the final buzzer at the end of the game.
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So to summarize briefly what we learned, even rainy days can be fun when you are willing to
make it fun even if it’s raining.

Unit 7

PATTERN REFLECTION
Why do writers need to be aware of redundancy? As a reader, how does redundancy in
sentences or paragraphs make you feel?
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REVISION Practice

Paragraphs & Redundancy
The paragraphs below can be improved in a couple of ways:
1.

Sentences and paragraphs can be revised to remove redundancy.

2.

Sentences can be restructured so that there is more of a variety of simple,
compound, and complex sentences within each paragraph.

Work with a partner, and use your Revising & Proofing marks (p. X) to improve these
paragraphs.

Lions and sloths seems completely and thoroughly different, but they share one

characteristic in common. They both sleep about 20 hours each and every day.

Each day, sloths and lions both sleep about 20 hours a day. But what these animals

do during their hours awake is quite and very different. Sloths just doze in and out. Sloths
132
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don’t move very much. They move so little that algae grows on their fur. However, lions

move quite a bit. They make the most of their four hours awake. During their four hours

awake, lions spend up to three hours hunting and about one hour eating. They hunt all

sorts of animals. Lions are not picky about what they eat. They will eat whatever they can

catch, and they eat all of it. They hunt in groups, so they are almost always successful at

capturing whatever they are hunting because they have lots of lions working together. They

also are sneaky and ninja-like. They have soft pads on their feet that help them sneak up

quietly on their prey. They also have fur that blends with their surroundings so they are

hard to see. Lions are hunters and quite active during their four hours awake unlike sloths…

Unit 7

GENRE

discovering the pattern
What had to happen for the puzzles to be completed? Where were the pieces for each
puzzle?

Once all the pieces were added to each puzzle, what picture did each puzzle present?

Think about the experience you had with the puzzles. The experience highlighted three
ideas: pieces, places, and picture. Form a statement that explains how these ideas
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Pattern Statement
from different
can complete a

.

What other examples illustrate this idea? What other things are completed with pieces
from different places? Write your examples below.
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connect. Discuss this with your classmates and teacher, and then complete the pattern
statement.
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The Genre

Informative Report

4 Informative Report is an expository genre.
Expository genres inform readers about a subject; they are nonfiction genres.
Informative Report writing provides a thorough summary of a topic. For example,
a writer may tell a reader about an exciting event from history, such as the Battle
of Trenton. Or, a writer may explain how kangaroos survive—what they eat and
how they avoid predators. Or, a writer may describe the three characteristics of a
champion swimmer.
When writing an informative report, a writer has many choices to make about the
report’s topic. Sometimes informative reports are written for specific reasons.
For example, a music teacher may assign writers a topic, such as a classical
composer. Even then, the writer has many choices to make. Which composer?
What parts of the composer’s life and work should be included? Are there
interesting details that would make the report more exciting? The writer has to
choose the pieces that will help create a great report.
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Great informative reports are thorough. They answer the most important
questions about their topics. However, the report will not have so many details
that a reader feels like he or she is reading a long list of facts. The writer works
hard to be thorough, succinct, and interesting. When a reader feels interested
and informed, the report writer has done a good job!
How does a writer find good and interesting information for an informative
report? Before writing, the writer acts like a detective. While searching
trustworthy websites, books, and other sources, the writer collects pieces of
information. The pieces may come from different places.
For example, a website may tell the writer that Tollers are a medium-sized breed
of dog. A book may tell the writer that Tollers were originally used in Nova Scotia,
Canada to lure and retrieve ducks for hunters. A magazine may show a photo of
a Toller and tell the writer that the dogs are the smallest of the retriever breeds.
The writer will bring each of these pieces, from different places, together in an
informative report.

Unit 7

revising within the genre
While writing an informative report, be mindful of the two patterns you've experienced:

REVISION

GENRE

When similar things are
grouped, we can focus on their
meaning; when things sound
too similar we get bored.

Pieces from different places can
complete a picture

PARAGRAPHS
goal

pattern statement

Form paragraphs that are clear because
it's easy to see how each sentence
connects to the one main idea.

When similar things are grouped, we
can focus on their meaning; when
things sound too similar, we get bored.
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Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.



For each paragraph, ask "What do I
want to say here? What point do I
want to make?"



Ask yourself:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what

am I writing about?

• What do I want to tell my reader

about that aspect of the who or
what?



Identify the sentence that states
that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.



Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
clearly connect to the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it. If any
sentence repeats an idea, consider
deleting it.
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checklist
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The text below is a section of an informative report. Each of its paragraphs can be
improved. (Be looking out for redundancy!) Think about the the revision skill goal, pattern
statements, and checklist. Use your Revising & Proofing marks (p.X) to revise the section.

Ride the scream machine! The mention of such an opportunity makes hearts beat
quicker and faster and eyes brighten with excitement and anticipation. Coasters are an
interesting, fascinating phenomenon with a much longer history than most people can
dream or imagine. The first early coasters were not trains at all, but blocks of ice skimming
up to 50 miles per hour down 15th-century icy Russian mountain hillsides. By 1804 the
idea arrived in Paris where wheels and tracks were added. In 1827, the Gravity Road was
built in Pennsylvania to pull and haul coal up to the top of the mountain in the morning
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before lunch. Passengers rode the cars downhill for 50 cents after lunch in the afternoon.
In 1884 La Marcus Thompson became the “Father of the Gravity Ride” at Coney Island in
New York City. By 1901, at the turn of the century, loop-the-loop coasters had passenger
riders yelling and screaming even more. The 1920’s found more than 1,500 roller coasters
in America, but the classic coaster that remains still standing is “The Cyclone” at Coney
Island. Since the Great Depression, when the nation’s economy caused the failure and
destruction of many amusement parks, coasters all over the world have come roaring back.
Coaster designers and builders are building rides with top speeds up to 120 miles per hour,
heights up to 420 feet, and lengths up to 8,133 feet. The battle for the biggest, fastest,
scariest ride of all continues today.

Unit 7

There are two basic types of roller coasters: wooden coasters and steel coasters.
Wooden coasters are like trains on tracks with an extra wheel or a safety bar that runs
right underneath the car, keeping it from flying or soaring off the track. Steel coasters
give a much smoother more pleasant ride as they glide and zoom along on steel tubes. In
addition to the two basic general types of coasters, there are sit-down, stand-up, inverted,
suspended, bobsled, flying, fourth dimension, and water coasters.
A roller coaster is something like a passenger train with connected cars moving on
a track. However, this train has no motor or engine. The track has a length of chain that
pulls the cars to the top of a steep hill or incline. Then the strong forces of gravity and
137

and faster gravity and momentum can move the train through the ride. Of course, roller
coasters must have a stopping or braking system. Unlike other trains, the brakes are not
part of the actual train, but are built right into the track. Modern coasters have high tech
computer-controlled hydraulic clamps that bring the train to a stop.
The riders’ spine-tingling thrills and piercing screams grow as they enjoy and
experience “air-time”—that free-fall weightless experience that gives you a sinking feeling
like an elevator drop. Dizzying heights, loops, sharp turns, and the force of the air on your
face all add to the thrilling exhilaration of the ride of your life…
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momentum take over and the downhill descent begins. The higher the hill, the farther
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Seeing
You will be writing an informative report. Your editor will either assign you a subject for
your report, or guide you as you select a subject. For example, an editor may ask a writer to
develop an informative report on the subject of Tollers (a breed of dog).

138

As the writer researches this subject, he discovers several areas, or topics, that might be
interesting for readers.
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This writer’s initial thinking may look like the following:
Subject
topics

Tollers
personality

caring for a
healthy Toller

competing in
canine sports

size, weight,
& look
history of the
breed

Knowing that he can’t write about every topic, the writer choose two topics to focus on in
his report: 1) the size and weight, and look of Tollers, and 2) the personality of Tollers. As
shown above, the writer adds an oval to these topics to show his choices.

Unit 7

Subject

While you are researching your subject, use the organizer below to identify topics. Add
more topic bubbles, if needed. Then identify two of those topics that you would like to
include in your report. Circle the two topics.
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EDITOR'S INITIALS

Share your topic choices
with your editor.

topics
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Sketching
Once the writer researches Tollers and his chosen topics, he organizes the details he’s
found. He knows he’s going to begin his report with an introductory paragraph that will be
an interesting anecdote (very short story) about seeing a Toller being walked when he was
on vacation. Then he’s going to develop two paragraphs, one for each of his topics. Since
informative report is an expository genre, he knows these two paragraphs should have
main ideas. A paragraph on one of his topics may be organized this way:

A

IDE

Tollers have skin between their toes
that help them swim.

Their hair is thick and flowing. Many Tollers
have a white or cream spot on their chests.

Tollers stand 15-20 inches tall and
usually weigh 30-50 pounds.

Tollers are beautiful, medium-sized dogs.

Tollers usually have reddish golden hair.

Many people think Tollers are small
Golden Retrievers.
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SUPPORTING DETAILS

IN
MA

Remember, to identify a main idea for each informative paragraph, you can ask yourself:
1. Who or what am I writing about? (Our writer is writing about Tollers.)
2. What aspect of the who or what am I writing about? (Our writer is writing about the
look, size, and weight of Tollers.)
3. What do I want to tell my reader about that aspect of the who or what? (Our writer
wants readers to know that Tollers are beautiful [look], medium-sized [size and
weight] dogs.)?
The two organizers on the next page represent your two informative paragraphs. For each
of your paragraphs, identify the main idea of the subject's topic, then write it in the top the
organizer. Add supporting details in the supporting pillars. You do not have to fill them all in,
but try to have as many supporting details as possible for each paragraph. (We will work on
introductory and concluding paragraphs later.)
When you have the organizers completed, share them with your editor.

SUPPORTING DETAILS

IN
MA

IN
MA
IDE
A
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SUPPORTING DETAILS

Unit 7

IDE
A
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Shaping
A slant helps a writer think about how the big pieces of information will come together in a
written piece. For example, your informative report article has two big pieces: your chosen
subject and the related topics. A slant provides a general overview for a piece of writing.
For example, rather than say report will be about Tollers, our writer might say the report’s
slant is the look, size and weight, and the personality of Tollers. The slant for informative
report writing emphasizes the topics that the writer will focus on throughout a report
Develop a slant for your informative report by adding your topics and subject below.

Slant
The 		
your TOPICS
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of 		
your SUBJECT

Now read the resulting phrase aloud. That is the slant for your informative report! Share
it with your editor.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

A central question is the big, overall question that the writer will attempt to answer.
For example, our writer may have the following as a central question for his informative
report: What do Tollers look like and what kind of personality do they have?
What big, overall question(s) will you attempt to answer with your informative report?
Write your central question on the lines below, and then share it with your editor.

Unit 7

PREPARING TO WRITE

Vision Statement
A vision statement helps a writer figure out how to structure a piece of writing. It builds
on the slant and central question.
For example, a writer might develop the following vision statement for an informative
report:
“Terrific Tollers” presents the look, size and weight, and the personality of
Tollers by summarizing important details of both topics. It answers the central
question: What do Tollers look like and what kind of personality do they have?
The vision statement will help you think about the content and organization of your
informative report. For example, the writer will begin with an introductory paragraph that
relates an interesting anecdote (a very short story) about seeing Tollers in Cincinnati. He'll
continue with a second paragraph that presents the look and size and weight of Tollers,
followed by a third paragraph that presents the personality of Tollers. He'll finish with a
concluding paragraph.
Refer to our writer's example and use the form below to develop a vision statement for your
informative report.
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“

			
YOUR TITLE

” presents

		
your slant

		

by summarizing the key details of each topic. It answers the central question(s):
		

?
rewrite your central question(s)

Review your vision statement with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS
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Now that you have the main ideas and supporting details for each of your topics, you only
need two more pieces before you begin drafting your informative report.
The first section of your informative report will be an introductory paragraph. A good
introductory paragraph accomplishes two things:
1. It sparks a reader’s interest in your subject, and
2. It introduces your subject and topic(s)
Anecdotes (very short stories) often work well to spark a reader’s interest. For example, a
writer might open his informative report this way:
I stepped out of the ice cream shop and walked back to the hotel. After just a
few steps, I saw two beautiful dogs sitting on the sidewalk. Their owners stood
nearby, each holding a leash. “Wow, what kind of dogs are these?” I asked.“They
are beautiful!”
“They’re Tollers,” one owner answered, “and they are very active.”
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I couldn’t forget these beautiful dogs, even after my visit to Cincinnati was
over. I had to know more. What exactly do these dogs look like? and What kind
of personality do they have? A little research led me to answers.
Notice how the short, true story 1) catches a reader’s interest, and 2) identifies the writer’s
topics (the bolded items).

Unit 7

Think about your subject and topics. Is there an anecdote you could share to spark a
reader’s interest and introduce your subject and topics? Use the space below to write an
anecdote (a very short, true story) that could be used as an introductory paragraph.
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The last part of your informative report will be the conclusion. A good concluding paragraph
does two things:
1. It reminds the reader of your subject and topic(s), and
2. It makes the reader feel confident you have presented your topics thoroughly.
For example, here is how a writer may conclude his informative report:
The Tollers I saw in Cincinnati were perfect examples of this beautiful dog
breed. When a gentle breeze blew down the sidewalk, their golden hair waved
like they were in a shampoo commercial. Their eyes showed how eager they
were to continue their afternoon stroll even while waiting for my questions
to end. The traffic light changed, and those Tollers, with heads slightly higher
than my knees, crossed the intersection. I hope that was not my last glimpse
of the breed. I think of those dogs as “terrific Tollers,” and I cannot wait to meet
another one.
Notice how the writers reminds readers of his subject and topics without repeating exactly
the same words he used in other paragraphs of the report. Then he wraps up the report
with a final thought. His readers will feel confident that he has given them thorough
information about the look, size, and weight, and the personality of Tollers.
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Unit 7

Think about two things: 1) How can you remind your readers about your subject and topics?
and 2) How can you make your readers feel confident you have presented your topics
thoroughly? Use the space below to develop a possible concluding paragraph.

Share your introduction and conclusion ideas with your editor.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

Now bring your ideas for the introductory paragraph, the two information paragraphs,
and the conclusion paragraph together. While working on this rough draft of your
informative report, be mindful of the two patterns you've experienced and refer to the
Paragraph Checklist (p. 135).
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⎷

Mechanics Checklist
DID I:
put a capital letter at the
beginning of every sentence?
capitalize the pronoun I?
capitalize the first letter of first
and last names?
capitalize the first and last names
of people?
capitalize the names of days of the
week and months of the year?
capitalize the names of cities,
states, and countries?
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put the right end mark at the end
of every sentence?
put a comma between the names
of cities and states?
put a comma between the day and
year in dates?
put a comma between nouns in a
series?
put a comma between adjectives
in a series?

make sure each sentence
expresses a complete thought, is
neither a fragment nor a run-on?
put a period at the end of each
abbreviation (e.g., Ave., Dr., Nov.)?
use commas to separate a
dependent clause at the beginning
or in the middle of a sentence
from the rest of the sentence?
use a comma before a
coordinating conjunction in a
compound sentence?
use a comma to separate an
introductory phrase from the rest
of a sentence?
capitalize the main words in the
titles of publications?
italicize (or underline) the names
to larger publications (e.g., books,
movies)?
place quotation marks around
the names of smaller publications
(e.g., songs, poems)?

Unit 7

reflection

ON-DEMAND WRITING

Examine this illustration. How does it show what you have learned about redundancy in
writing?

Explain your ideas in the space below.
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Part of our revision pattern states, When similar things are grouped, we can focus on
their meaning. How is your informative report an illustration of this pattern?

PERSONAL REFLECTION
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What steps did you take to remove any redundancy in your informative report? Did you
ask someone else to ready your report and look for redundancy? How can having someone
else read your writing help you remove redundancy?

What new ideas about using commas did you encounter in this unit? How can you grow as
a writer in your ability to use commas well?

Unit 7

X Grammar Pause
semicolon
What is a semicolon?
A semicolon is a punctuation mark that looks like this:

.,

A semicolon is used to separate independent clauses; it can replace a
comma and coordinating conjunction. For example:
PARKER WATCHED THE KITTENS FOR SEVERAL MINUTES,
AND THEN SHE CHOSE THE ONE WITH WHITE PAWS
AND A STRIPED TAIL.

becomes
PARKER WATCHED THE KITTENS FOR SEVERAL MINUTES; THEN
SHE CHOSE THE ONE WITH WHITE PAWS AND A STRIPED TAIL.

The semicolon replaces the comma and coordinating conjunction (and).
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While there are no “rules” for when you use one or the other, use semicolons
sparingly. For example, if you have a paragraph with several compound
sentences (sentences that have more than one independent clause), you
may want to use a semicolon in one of them.
Are semicolons used anywhere else?
Yes. When you need to include a list in which the individual items use
commas, separate the items with a semicolon. For example:
On our vacation, we visited Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Trenton, New Jersey; and New York, New York.

My favorite foods are a bacon, lettuce, and

tomato sandwich; macaroni and cheese; and a peanut
butter, jelly, and marshmallow sandwich.
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When should I use a semicolon instead of a comma and conjunction?
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subject, verb, & semicolon Practice
Read each sentence. 1) Underline the subject of each independent clause once and the
verb of each independent clause twice. 2) Use your Revising & Proofing marks (p. X) to
remove the coordinating conjunction and its comma. 3) Then insert a semicolon where it
is needed. The first one has been done as an example for you.
1.

Kate loves Dallas, and she also likes Fort Worth.

2.

My phone’s weather app said it would be sunny, but it rained all weekend.

3.

Our dog has too much energy, so we take him to the park for a walk every day.

4. Jason ran around the last corner, and he could see the finish line ahead.
5. Abby took the shot, but the goalie dived and blocked it.
6. My school’s mascot is a snail, so we need a new one.
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7.

The janitor cleaned the hallway floors, and then three muddy cats got into the school.
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8. The bookstore did not have the book, so we tried the library next.
9. Jan carried the junk to the curb, and then she jumped on the trampoline for an hour.
10. We ate at Pizza palace last night, and I had the triple cheese pizza with sardines.

WRITTEN REFLECTION
Why might a writer use a semicolon instead of a comma and coordinating conjunction in
a compound sentence?

Unit 7

REMEMBER:
A direct object is a noun that follows an action verb and is having something
done to it.
To identify a direct object:
1. Find the subject and action verb, and
2. Ask "who or what" is having something done to it.
The answer is the direct object.

FOR EXAMPLE:
Sanjay will invite Miles to the party.

"who or what" is
having something
done to it?

Sanjay will invite

2.
Miles

DIRECT OBJECT
Miles is being invited

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

Maurice eats eggs, toast, and bacon for breakfast.

1.

"who or what" is
having something
done to it?

Maurice eats

2.
eggs, toast,
bacon
DIRECT OBJECT
All these foods
are being eaten

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DOUBLE CHECK! Have you correctly identified the direct object?
After you have
identified the parts
of your sentence, put
them into this pattern.
Read it aloud. Does
it make sense? If so,
you have identified the
direct object correctly!

It is
the

DIRECT
OBJECT

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB
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DIRECT OBJECTS Practice
In each sentence below, the subject is underlined. 1) Underline the action verb(s) twice,
and 2) circle the direct object(s). The first one has been done for you.
1.

The students in cooking class baked cookies that smell delicious!

2. Aubrey practices her trombone every morning.
3. The students built a pyramid out of sugar cubes.
4.

Carter painted a landscape in art class.

5. Evelyn brushed her hair before the concert.
6. Jayden flew his drone over the baseball field.
7.
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The dog gently carries the kitten back to the porch.

8. Caleb enjoys reading and baseball.
9. The storm destroyed our empty shed and blew several trees to the ground.
10. My lizard spotted a fly across the room.
11. Madison will buy a glove, bat, and hat for the upcoming softball season.
12. That sharpener ate my favorite crayon!
13. That man will check your passport and ticket.
14. Owen broke his leg at the skate park this weekend.
15. Ella found a diamond ring in the backyard!
16. Mila gets the puck and then takes a shot.

Unit 7

DIRECT OBJECTS Practice
Complete each sentence below. Include a direct object in your sentence. The subject and
action verbs have been identified for you.
1.

Wyatt threw

2. Our team easily won

3. Eli brought

4.

The puppy chased
155

5.

See if a friend nearby can identify your action verb(s) and direct object(s).
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Now write an original sentence that has at least one action verb and one direct object.
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X Grammar Pause
INDIRECT objects
As you now know, a noun can be a subject or a direct object in a sentence. It can
ALSO be an indirect object.
An indirect object is a noun that 1) follows an action verb, and 2) comes before a
direct object. An indirect object is a noun that the action is for or to.
FOR EXAMPLE:
Carter sent Isaac a message.

SUBJECT

ACTION
VERB

NOUN
NOUN
that is an that is a
INDIRECT DIRECT
OBJECT OBJECT
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Aria gave her iguana a treat.

SUBJECT
ACTION
VERB

NOUN
NOUN
that is an that is a
INDIRECT DIRECT
OBJECT OBJECT

Our teacher gave the class a test.

SUBJECT
ACTION
VERB

NOUN
that is an
INDIRECT
OBJECT

NOUN
that is a
DIRECT
OBJECT

Layla will give Grayson a new pencil.
SUBJECT

ANSWER:
Layla will give Grayson a new pencil.
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Do you see how a noun can be an
indirect object? Isaac is a noun that
follows an action verb and that comes
before a direct object (message). It is
who or what the action is for. So, the
noun Isaac is an indirect object!

Is there a noun that follows an action
verb and comes before a direct object?
Yes, iguana. Is iguana the noun the
action is for? Yes. So, iguana is an
indirect object.

Is there a noun that follows an action
verb and comes before a direct object?
Yes, class. Is class the noun the action is
for? Yes. So, class is an indirect object.

You try! What is the action verb in this
sentence? Underline it twice. Is there a
noun that follows the action verb AND
that comes before a direct object? Put
a box around that indirect object. Check
your answer.

Unit 7

REMEMBER:
A direct object is a noun that follows an action verb and comes before an
indirect object. It is a noun the action is for or to.
To identify an indirect object:
1.

Find the subject and the action verb,

2.

Ask "who or what" (this is the direct object),

3.

Then ask "to or for whom or what."

The answer is the indirect object.

Use these steps to identify the indirect objects in the following examples. Notice,
you will identify the direct object first.
Aiden threw Sophia the football.

2.

3.

Aiden threw

football

Sophia

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

INDIRECT OBJECT
to or for whom?

Michael will give Hannah a flower.

1.

2.

3.

Michael will give

flower

Hannah

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

INDIRECT OBJECT
to or for who?

My dad bought my brother a goldfish.

1.

2.

3.

dad bought

goldfish

brother

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

INDIRECT OBJECT
to or for who?
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INDIRECT OBJECTS practice
In each sentence below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Underline the subject once.
Underline the action verb(s) twice.
Circle the direct object(s).
Draw a box around the indirect object(s).

The first one has been done for you.
1.

Dad made Seth a sandwich!

2.

Mr. Jenks assigned his students a new project.

3.

Before dinner, Kris read his mother an article from the newspaper.

4.

Ellie brought her dad a tall glass of lemonade.

5. Grandpa sent my little sister a funny birthday card.
158

6. Miss Bates sent the parents a reminder about the school play.
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7.

The doctor handed Mason a report.

8. My mom left our server a tip.
9. Leah sold Dylan a cookie with chocolate frosting.
10. Our director gave the band final instructions before the concert.
11. Our tour guide showed John and Sarah the way to the dinosaur exhibit.
12. After the game, Dad bought Henry and Maria a pizza with pepperoni and extra cheese.
13. Chloe told Jack and Nora a joke.
14. My grandmother gave my cousin an old necklace.
15. Dad gave Caden an idea for his report.
16. The cat brought Liam and Charlotte their pencils.

Unit 7

X Grammar Pause
OBJECT PRONOUNS
Just like nouns, pronouns can be direct and indirect objects. When pronouns act
like a direct or indirect object (or even an object of a preposition), they must be
object pronouns.
object pronouns

me

you

him

her

it

us

them

FOR EXAMPLE:
My sister gave me a ticket to the show.
NOUN
that is a
DIRECT
OBJECT
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PRONOUN
that is an
INDIRECT
OBJECT

Do you see how a pronoun can be an indirect object? Me is a pronoun
that follows an action verb (gave) and that comes before a direct
object (ticket). It is who or what the action is for. The pronoun is acting
like an indirect object.
When a pronoun is a direct or indirect object, it must be an object
pronoun!
OBJECT
PRONOUN

1.

2.

3.

sister gave

ticket

me

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what is having
something done to it?

INDIRECT OBJECT
action is being taken
to or for whom?
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REMEMBER:
Whenever a pronoun is used as a direct or indirect object, it must be an object
pronoun. There are two more types of pronouns: a subject pronoun and a
possessive pronoun. We'll study those later.
FOR EXAMPLE:
Jan will invite them to the party.

1.

2.

Jan will invite

them

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

OBJECT
PRONOUN

Our teacher gave us a quiz on object pronouns.
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OBJECT
PRONOUN

1.

2.

3.

Teacher gave

quiz

us

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

INDIRECT OBJECT
to or for whom

Lola suddenly passed him the soccer ball.

OBJECT
PRONOUN

1.

2.

3.

Lola passed

ball

him

SUBJECT + ACTION VERB

DIRECT OBJECT
who or what?

INDIRECT OBJECT
to or for whom

Unit 7

OBJECT PRONOUNS practice
In each sentence below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find each object pronoun.
If it is a direct object, circle it.
If it is an indirect object, put a box around it.
If it is an object of a preposition, underline it.

The first one has been done for you.
1.

Tom brought her a notebook.

2.

I gave the information to him.

3. After breakfast, my brother played them in golf.
4.

My aunt brought it a treat from the butcher shop.

5. Jon will give me a ticket to the concert.
6. The teacher sent him to the office with a note.
Mia went with her to the county fair.

8. Henry told them the secret.
9. On Monday, Abby will give you a map for the scavenger hunt.
10. We sent the package to them, and we sent her a letter.
11. Kaylee passed me in the race.
12. We rode with them to the track meet.
13. My cousin’s dog barks at us from the front porch.
14. Grandma hugged us and pinched my little brother’s cheeks.
15. Mrs. Peters gave me an overdue library book notice.
16. The map brought Emily and me to a large mailbox.
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X Grammar Pause
LINKING VERBS
Are all verbs action verbs? NO! There are verbs that connect parts of a sentence
together. They are called linking verbs.
A linking verb is a word that connects the subject of a sentence to a noun,
a pronoun, or an adjective. A linking verb is NOT an action verb and is NOT
connected to an action verb. You will probably recognize linking verbs easily.
They are usually a form of the verb "to be":
LINKING VERBS

am

is

are

was

were

be

being

been

FOR EXAMPLE
162

SINGULAR

PLURAL
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PRESENT TENSE
I am a drummer.

We are very happy.

You are excited about playing.

You are students in this class.

She is the spelling champion.

They are the winners.

PAST TENSE
I was a volleyball player.

We were ready for the test.

You were the museum's last visitor.

You were the quietest students at
lunch.

He was sleepy.

They were tired after the trip.

FUTURE TENSE
I will be sad when Grandma leaves.

We will be a tough team.

You will be the leader today.

You will be the first students in the
library.

It will be vacation time soon.

They will be loud during the game.

Unit 7

LINKING VS. ACTION VERBS practice
In each sentence below, the subject and verbs are underlined. Look closely at each
sentence.
1. Write A if the verb is an action verb.
2. Write L if the verb is a linking verb.
The first one has been done for you.
1. Rex is a goalie on his soccer team.
2. Our families were at the basketball game last night.
3. My shoes are multicolored.
4. My cousins will be early for the surprise party.
5. Nora and Graham ran to the finish line.
6. Our choir won first place in the state competition!
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7. Sarah and Nicholas are the tallest students in our school.
8. The wind is very strong today.
9. Julian ate the cheese but not the chips in his lunch.
10. That cupcake will be delicious!
11. Our neighbors moved their mailbox to the end of their driveway.
12. I was the best server on the tennis team.
13. Mila was very excited about the soccer game.
14. Nana made her amazing fudge brownies for the bake sale!
15. Your compass is in my desk drawer.
16. They will be the first ones in line.
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LINKING VS. ACTION VERBS practice
In each sentence below, the subject is underlined. Look closely at each sentence.
1. Find and underline the verb twice.
2. Write A if the verb is an action verb.
3. Write L if the verb is a linking verb.
The first one has been done for you.
A

1. Our coach plays goalie on her hockey team.
2. Gabe is excited about the spelling bee.
3. This shovel is old.
4. Dad’s old car is on display at the fair.
5. Jayce will run in tomorrow’s obstacle race.
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6. Luke and Avery were the winners of the debate.
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7. Brooklyn plays kickball during recess.
8. You will be on Jaxon’s team.
9. Levi is the student with the most pets at home.
10. Those pies are so delicious!
11. We were the first ones in line for the movie.
12. Hunter recycled the newspapers and soda bottles.
13. After school, Aaron quickly finished his chores.
14. Our hockey team will be on the bus by 3:15.
15. My notebook was in the laundry basket.
16. We will study at the library tomorrow morning.

Unit 7

X Grammar Pause
PREDICATE NOUNS
"Predicate?" What does that mean? It means to proclaim. In a sentence, a
predicate noun follows a linking verb and "proclaims" what a subject is, or, a
predicate noun is what/whom the subject is.

FOR EXAMPLE

SUBJECT LINKING PREDICATE
VERB
NOUN

Our team will be the winners.
SUBJECT
LINKING
VERB

PREDICATE
NOUN

There is a noun that follows a linking
verb. Does it "proclaim" what the subject
is? Yes, the predicate noun (teacher) =
the subject (Miss McHugh).

There is a noun that follows a linking
verb. Does it "proclaim" what the subject
is? Yes, the predicate noun (winners) =
the subject (team).

To identify a predicate noun:
1.

Find the subject

2.

Find the verb. If it is a linking verb, continue.
If not, there will not be a predicate noun.

3.

Find a noun that follows the linking verb.
(NOTE: It cannot be in a prepositional phrase)

4.

Ask, "Is the noun what/whom the subject is?" Or, "Does
the noun = the subject?"

If yes, you have identified a predicate noun.

USE THE STEPS TO IDENTIFY THE
PREDICATE NOUN IN THIS SENTENCE
Ryan was my counselor at camp.
1. Ryan (subject) 2. was (linking verb) 3. counselor (noun that follows linking verb)
4. counselor = Ryan » Is counselor the predicate noun in this sentence? Yes because
counselor is what/whom the subject is.
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Miss McHugh is my teacher.
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PREDICATE NOUNS practice
In each sentence below:
1. Underline the subject(s) once.
2. Find and underline the verb twice.
3. Circle the predicate noun.
The first one has been done for you.
1.

Mrs. Ward will be my teacher next year.

2. The lizard in that tank is my pet.
3. After church, my sister was the first one in the car.
4. Jack and Savannah were the runners in the red shirts.
5. I am a student in pottery class.
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6. After school, my brother is a barista at the cafe.
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7.

These cupcakes are the creations of Mrs. Beswick.

8. That bus is the one from Syracuse.
9. Adam will be our guide at the museum.
10. On the field trip, Miss Murphy was our bus driver.
11. Nora is the climber near the top of the wall.
12. During the band concert, Sadie was an usher.
13. During the church service, Conner and Maya were singers in the choir.
14. Your suitcase is the one by the door.
15. Adrian will be the captain of our track team.
16. During the football game, Mr. Burke was the announcer.

Unit 7

GRAMMARIANS STRIKE AGAIN!
Grammarians are very serious about language mechanics.
Sometimes they call a predicate noun a "predicate nominative.'
Grammarians LOVE words, so sometimes they give things
more than one name. They can't help themselves!

PREDICATE NOUNS vs. Direct Objects vs.
indirect practice
In each sentence below, one word is bolded.
1. Write PN if the word is a predicate noun.
2. Write DO if the word is a direct object.
3. Write IO if the word is an indirect object.
TIP: It may be helpful to identify the subject and verb first. The first one has been has
been done for you.
1. Our neighbor gave my brother a baseball glove.
2. Mr. Miller is our coach.
3. Piper plays the cello in the orchestra.
4. Mom gave Mateo a hamster for his birthday.
5. Claire and Henry were the first runners across the finish line.
6. Noah pitched the baseball.
7. My coach is a fan of the Atlanta United FC.
8. Daniel sent Madison the notes from history class.
continue on next page
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9. Our neighbor gave my brother a baseball glove.
10. Izzy passed the ball to Adrian.
11. We are the club for stamp collectors.
12. This place is my favorite park in the city.
13. Jordan brought his father the note from the club president.
14. Asher will be the captain of the cross country team.
15. I ate the cookie quickly.
16. I was a member of the cast for this year’s school play.
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